Technical Messenger

Issue No. 5/2013:
Modiﬁcation information: KL431 becomes KL431D

1. NEW: HEATER UNIT O-RINGS INCLUDED
Two replacement O-rings are now included with
KL431D for use on the heater unit.

2. NEW: CLIP-IN GEOMETRY FOR THE HEATER
UNIT INSTALLATION
The heater mounting points for the KL431D feature
a redesigned clip-in geometry for improved ease of
mounting.
KL431

As a result, the installation and removal process for
the heater on the KL431D is as follows:
Insert the heater unit with the connecting pin into the
mounting hole, while holding the heater unit with the
upper locking pin diagonally to the ﬁlter. When the
heater is inserted far enough into the mounting hole,
the upper catch will lock into the clip.

Then, press the lower edge of the heater against the
ﬁlter so that it can lock into the lower clip. Check that
the part is correctly ﬁtted by attempting to push it
forwards in the direction of the mounting hole.
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Removal: press the left-hand side of the lower clip
downwards and push the lower edge of the heater
forwards. Then pull the heater away from the ﬁlter and
out of the mounting hole—in the opposite direction of
installation.

3. NEW: TWO SCREWS FOR DRAINING WATER
AND BLEEDING
The dual-purpose screw for draining water and
bleeding has been replaced by two separate screws.
Unscrew the water drain screw slightly to allow water
to drain. The bleed screw should also be opened to
prevent a vacuum forming in the ﬁlter due to the outﬂow of water, and to allow the complete volume of
water to drain without obstruction. The bleed screw
should be closed as soon as fuel ﬂows, followed by the
water drain screw.
A newly ﬁtted ﬁlter is bled conventionally: ﬁll the ﬁlter
with fuel using a suction device, and leave the bleed
screw open when the engine is ﬁrst started until fuel
ﬂows out. Once fuel ﬂows the bleed screw can be
closed.
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